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number of embryos. Their later evolution is affected by distant
perturbations between bodies in non-crossing orbits. DistantWe use our multi-zone simulation code (D. Spaute, S.
perturbations increase eccentricities while allowing inclinationsWeidenschilling, D. R. Davis, and F. Marzari, Icarus 92, 147–
to remain low, promoting collisions between embryos and re-164, 1991) to model numerically the accretion of a swarm of
ducing their tendency to become dynamically isolated. Growthplanetesimals in the region of the terrestrial planets. The hybrid
is aided by orbital decay of smaller bodies due to gas drag,code allows interactions between a continuum distribution of
which prevents them from being stranded between orbits ofsmall bodies in a series of orbital zones and a population of
the embryos.large, discrete planetary embryos in individual orbits. Orbital

We report results of a large-scale simulation of accretion ineccentricities and inclinations evolve independently, and colli-
the region of terrestrial planets, employing 100 zones spanningsional and gravitational interactions among the embryos are
the range 0.5 to 1.5 AU and spanning 106 years of model time.treated stochastically by a Monte Carlo approach. The spatial
The final masses of the largest bodies are several times largerresolution of our code allows modeling of the intermediate stage
than predicted by a simple analytic model of runaway growth,when particle-in-a-box methods lose validity due to nonunifor-
but a minimal-mass planetesimal swarm still yields smallermity in the planetesimal swarm. The simulations presented
bodies, in more closely spaced orbits, than the actual terrestrialhere bridge the gap between such early-stage models and N-
planets. Longer time scales, additional physical phenomena,body calculations of the final stage of planetary accretion.
and/or a more massive swarm may be needed to produce Earth-The code has been tested for a variety of assumptions for
like planets.  1997 Academic Pressstirring of eccentricities and inclinations by gravitational per-

turbations and the presence or absence of damping by gas drag.
Viscous stirring, which acts to increase relative velocities of

I. INTRODUCTIONbodies in crossing orbits, produces so-called ‘‘orderly’’ growth,
with a power-law size distribution having most of the mass in

Most newly formed stars are encircled by disk-shapedthe largest bodies. Addition of dynamical friction, which tends
nebulas of gas and dust that may be precursors of planetaryto equalize kinetic energies and damp the velocities of the more

massive bodies, produces rapid ‘‘runaway’’ growth of a small systems. The processes by which such a nebula becomes
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planets remains something of a mystery. We have only one Numerical modeling, which requires fewer simplifying
assumptions, revealed another possible course of planetaryexample of a ‘‘normal’’ planetary system: our own. Some

of its characteristics were presumably determined by initial growth. Greenberg et al. (1978) found rapid ‘‘runaway’’
growth of a small number of large planetesimals whileconditions, e.g., the mass of the Sun and its nebular disk

(Boss 1995); others may have been the outcome of stochas- most of the mass remained in small bodies. Wetherill and
Stewart (1989) clarified this result, showing that it de-tic events during the formation of the planets. We do not

know the degree to which our Solar System is typical or pended on ‘‘dynamical friction,’’ a tendency for gravita-
tional interactions to produce equipartition of kinetic en-only one of a wide range of possible outcomes. Dynamical

constraints can rule out some combinations of planetary ergy. This effect was implicit in the Greenberg et al.
simulations (Kolvoord and Greenberg 1992), and explicitmasses and orbits, but great diversity is allowed (Lissauer

1995). It has been suggested that the dominant feature (by in the Wetherill and Stewart model. The more massive
bodies have lower random velocities and hence larger colli-mass) of our own system, i.e., giant planets such as Jupiter

and Saturn, may be rare (Wetherill 1994); however, the sional cross sections (augmented by their gravity). This
feature was lacking in Safronov’s analytic stirring model,recent discoveries of massive planets orbiting other stars

(Mayor and Queloz 1995, Marcy and Butler 1996, Butler which was ‘‘positive definite’’; i.e., stirring only acted to
increase velocities.and Marcy 1996, Cochran et al. 1996) suggest they are

relatively common. The configurations of these systems When dynamical friction is included, runaway growth is
characteristic of the earliest stage of accretion. As the largediffer greatly from our own. Until other planetary systems

are detected in numbers sufficient to reveal their true diver- bodies formed in this way become more numerous and
constitute a significant fraction of the total mass of thesity, we must depend on the uncertain and incomplete

methods of theory and numerical modeling. planetesimal swarm, their perturbations stir the smaller
bodies and each other. Their relative advantage due toThere has developed a consensus version of a qualitative

‘‘standard’’ model of planetary formation (cf. Levy 1985, gravitational cross section diminishes, and runaway growth
slows (Ida and Makino 1993). Also, runaway apparentlyWetherill 1990, Lissauer 1993). In this model, the terrestrial

planets formed by collisional accumulation of a swarm of cannot produce a final configuration of bodies in widely
spaced orbits having long-term stability (Kokubo and Idasmall bodies (planetesimals) of rocky composition, in orbit

about the Sun. The cores of the giant planets accumulated 1995). Thus, growth of planetesimals presumably involved
a transition from initial runaway to a longer-lived stage ofin similar fashion, but the presence of ices at greater helio-

centric distances allowed them to grow large enough to high-velocity collisions among large bodies, resembling the
final stage of the orderly growth model. As described be-accrete gas from the nebula. There are some problems

with this model, particularly regarding time scales; it is low, modeling the initial and final stages of planetary accre-
tion is relatively tractable; the intermediate stage ishard to explain how the cores of the giant planets could

grow to the size of p10M% (M% 5 Earth’s mass) required more difficult.
The initial number of planetesimals in the terrestrialto accrete gas in the interval p106–107 years estimated for

the lifetime of the gaseous nebula (Podosek and Cassen region was very large, perhaps p1012 bodies if they were
roughly kilometer sized. It is impossible to treat them as1994). This process may require a nebular mass several

times higher than the minimum value (Pollack et al. 1996) individual objects. Instead, the planetesimal swarm can
be modeled by continuous distributions, e.g., of sizes andor additional phenomena, e.g., tidal torques (Ward and

Hahn 1995), that have not yet been incorporated into the orbital parameters. The evolution of theses distributions
can be calculated by a variety of approaches. Analyticquantitative models of planetary formation.

There is less constraint on the accretion of the terrestrial theory (Safronov 1969) is limited by the need to make
simplifying assumptions to render the problem tractable.planets, as they need not have formed before the nebular

gas dissipated. Analytic estimates (Safronov 1969) sug- An integro-differential coagulation equation can describe
the evolution of the planetesimal size distribution (Ohtsukigested time scales of p108 years to complete the accretion

process. In the analytic model, planetary growth occurred and Nakagawa 1988), but its validity is questionable for
cases with runaway growth (Tanaka and Nakazawa 1994).as a competition among many bodies having a quasi-equi-

librium collisional size distribution, i.e., a power law with The most direct approach involves numerical calculations
of a system of interacting particles, solving for changes inmost of the mass in the largest bodies. The process is

controlled by a balance between coagulation in collisions their sizes and velocities (Greenberg et al. 1978, Hayakawa
et al. 1989, Wetherill and Stewart 1989, 1993). All of theseand stirring of relative velocities (orbital eccentricities and

inclinations) by gravitational perturbations. This scenario methods are limited by the explicit or implicit assumption
that the swarm is uniform (in number density, size distribu-is often referred to as ‘‘orderly growth’’ (although it is

orderly only in a mathematical sense; the final stage in- tions, orbital eccentricities, and inclinations, etc.) over
some region of solution in which the planetesimals interact.volves high-velocity collisions of planet-sized bodies).
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This uniformity is essential for the validity of ‘‘particle- and end-stage N-body simulations, we have developed a
in-a-box’’ models. If the evolving swarm is to produce a hybrid multi-zone model for collisional and orbital evolu-
planetary system, it must become nonuniform at some stage tion of a swarm of planetesimals. Many of its features were
as the inevitable result of the emergence of a small number described by Spaute et al. (1991, hereafter Paper I; see also
of large bodies, or planetary embryos. Their growth is the Spaute et al. 1985). The simulations are carried out for a
phenomenon of greatest interest, but unfortunately it ren- series of zones of heliocentric distance. Planetesimals are
ders invalid the original assumption of uniformity. assigned to zones on the basis of their orbital semimajor

A number of phenomena tend to make the planetesimal axis a. They have Keplerian orbital elements (eccentricity
swarm nonuniform as it evolves. The largest bodies in the e and inclination i) rather than a single ‘‘random velocity.’’
swarm may dominate the regions near their orbits, causing A unique feature of our code is its treatment of the size
the distribution of sizes and velocities of the smaller bodies distribution of planetesimals. The smaller bodies are
to vary with location. Different regions can interact by treated as part of a continuum size distribution, specified
collisions and gravitational scattering where orbits cross, by by the numbers of bodies in a series of logarithmic mass
longer-range perturbations between bodies in non-crossing bins. Within each zone, the continuum bodies are assumed
orbits (Weidenschilling 1989), or by resonant perturbations to have e’s and i’s that are uniformly distributed between
at selected locations (Weidenschilling and Davis 1985, minimum and maximum values that are in a fixed ratio.
Kary et al. 1993). Small bodies may be depleted near an When accretion of continuum bodies produces objects
embryo’s orbit as it accretes them; they may be replenished larger than a specified mass, they are treated as discrete
by diffusion of orbits in gravitational scattering (Nakagawa bodies in individual Keplerian orbits (their initial a, e, and
1978), secular decay of orbits due to gas drag (Weidenschil- i are chosen randomly from the appropriate continuum
ling 1977a), or increasing eccentricities that allow crossing

bin that produces them). Discrete bodies interact with theof more distant orbits. Massive embryos may migrate due
continuum and each other; their masses and orbits evolveto tidal torques from the gaseous disk nebula (Ward and
due to collisions and gravitational stirring. Bodies in differ-Hahn 1995). Such processes limit the validity of the concept
ent zones may also stir and/or collide with each other, andof a ‘‘feeding zone’’ containing the mass destined to accrete
these interactions can transfer mass between zones. Thisinto a planet. Some effects of nonuniformity may be de-
feature is distinct from the ‘‘multiple zone’’ simulations oflayed or reduced by careful choice of ‘‘box’’ size and impo-
Nakagawa et al. (1983) and Ohtsuki et al. (1988), whichsition of certain restrictions. For example, one may not
were actually simultaneous particle-in-a-box calculationsallow collisions between bodies if they are so few that
for separate zones that did not interact directly. In ourtheir mean orbital separation would exceed some threshold
code, zones need not be contiguous to interact; a body(Wetherill and Stewart 1993); this implicitly assumes some
with sufficiently large eccentricity and/or gravitationaldegree of uniformity in the spacing of their orbits. In any
cross section may encounter bodies belonging to manycase, the assumptions of particle-in-a-box models must
other zones.eventually break down.

We have made many improvements to the physicalBesides the problem of nonuniformity, another compli-
model described in Paper I. We summarize them brieflycation encountered in numerical modeling is the form of
here and in more detail in Appendixes A–E.the size distribution. In the case of runaway growth, the

large bodies may be too few to be represented by a continu- Collisions. The earlier version of the code allowed bod-
ous size distribution, while there are too many small bodies ies to collide if their orbits overlapped, based on current
to be represented individually. At this stage the small bod- (unperturbed) values of perihelion and aphelion distances.
ies constitute most of the mass of the swarm and cannot This is a reasonable approximation when relative velocities
be neglected. At a much later stage of evolution, most of are high and radial excursions (pae) are large compared
the mass will be in a small number of large bodies. The with the gravitational cross section for collisions; however,
final stage of accretion can then be simulated by Monte this is not the case for large bodies experiencing runaway
Carlo orbital calculations for a few hundred such bodies growth. Collisions are possible between bodies in orbits
(e.g., Wetherill 1990), or even direct integration of their

that do not overlap, if their unperturbed orbits can ap-orbits; however, the starting conditions for such end-stage
proach within a few times the radius of their mutual Hillmodels must be assumed, because they have not been
sphere, defined asdirectly linked to the results of early-stage accretion mod-

els. The goal of our work is to close this gap between
models of early and late stages of planetary formation.

RH 5 Fm1 1 m2

3M(
G1/3Sa1 1 a2

2 D, (1)
II. THE MULTI-ZONE SIMULATION MODEL

where (m1, a1), (m2, a2) are the masses and semimajorTo overcome the limits of early-stage particle-in-a-box
accretion models, and to provide a linkage between them axes, and M( the solar mass. In the restricted three-body
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problem, a small body of negligible mass can have close where VH 5 VRH, the local Kepler frequency times the
encounters or collide with a large body in a circular orbit Hill radius.
if its orbit meets the condition There have been many numerical and analytic investiga-

tions of the collision rate in the shear-dominated regime
(Wetherill and Cox 1985, Ida and Nakazawa 1989, Naka-3b2

4
2 e2

H 2 i 2
H , 9, (2) zawa et al. 1989a, b, Greenzweig and Lissauer 1990, 1992).

Their results have generally been expressed as a total accre-
tion rate of planetesimals in a swarm of uniform surface

where b, eH, and iH are the difference in semimajor axes density, integrated over all orbits that could collide with
and the eccentricity and inclination of the small body’s

a protoplanetary embryo. For our calculations, we must
orbit, all scaled to the Hill radius (i.e., b 5 ua2 2 a1u/RH,

consider subsets (individual zones of semimajor axis) of a
eH 5 ae/RH, iH 5 a sin i/RH; cf. Greenzweig and Lissauer

swarm that will generally be nonuniform in surface density
1990). The quantity on the left-hand side is a version of

from one zone to another. For our purposes, the semi-the Jacobi constant, and is conserved through multiple
analytic model of Greenberg et al. (1991) is more readilygravitational encounters that change a, e, and i of the small
adaptable to subsets of the swarm. We use their expressionsbody; however, this condition only allows (but does not
to determine the rate of encounters and probabilities ofrequire) long-term evolution to produce collisions. For
collision between planetesimals in different zones andinitially circular, coplanar orbits, collisions are allowed if
size bins.b , 2Ï3, but in the first synodic period, only orbits with

1.8 & b & 2.6 make close approaches (Greenzweig and Gravitational stirring. The description of our code in
Lissauer 1990). Smaller values of b represent horseshoe- Paper I and the simulations described therein assumed a
or Trojan-type orbits, while orbits with larger b pass by fixed ratio of inclination to eccentricity, i/e 5 0.5, because
outside the large body’s Hill sphere; subsequent synodic the stirring model of Stewart and Wetherill (1988) was
encounters may yield closer approaches after perturbations based on this assumption. More recently, Stewart has de-
cause eccentricities to increase. For our purposes, comput- veloped a new model for stirring rates of e and i taken
ing the time-dependent collision rate, we need to decide separately, with arbitrary ratio of i/e. We use the formulas
whether close approaches can occur at any given instant, given in Appendix C of Wetherill and Stewart (1993),
rather than the long-term possibility. There is no such with some modifications as described below. One can show
criterion that is both simple and rigorous, especially as it (Appendix B) that Stewart’s equations tend to produce
also must apply to bodies of comparable mass, both of i/e Q 0.6 when stirring by bodies in crossing orbits domi-
which may have eccentric orbits. Based on results from nates planetesimal velocities and the effect of more distant
numerical integrations of many encounter trajectories by bodies in non-crossing orbits is small.
Ida (1990), Greenzweig and Lissauer (1990), and Ipatov Wetherill and Stewart account for the gravitational stir-
(1994), we allow collisions to occur if the closest approach ring by objects in non-crossing orbits by adding a constant
of two orbits (difference between perihelion of the outer value (0.55) to the term ln L in the coefficient of the stirring
orbit and aphelion of the inner) is less than 2.4RH. Bodies rate. This value was suggested by Weidenschilling (1989)
with larger separations may collide eventually, after gravi- to approximate the total effect of velocity perturbations,
tational stirring increases their eccentricities and allows both in the orbital plane and perpendicular to it. Use of
closer approaches. The probability of collision is computed this constant is a reasonable approximation for fixed i/e, as
as described in Appendix A, excluding horseshoe- and in Stewart and Wetherill’s (1988) theory; however, distant
Trojan-type orbits (Appendix C). perturbations are predominantly in the plane of the orbit,

and stir e much more than i. For stirring models that decou-Gravitational focusing and collisional cross-section.
ple e and i it would be a better approximation to add theThe rate at which planetesimals encounter each other de-
constant 0.55 only to the coefficient for eccentricity (itpends on their relative velocity, which has two elements:
should also be omitted from the dynamical friction terms).a random component due to their orbital eccentricities and
In our own code, we do not use this approach, but ratherinclinations, and a systematic velocity due to the variation
evaluate the in-plane and out-of-plane stirring rates di-of orbital velocity with distance from the Sun (‘‘Keplerian
rectly from the expression given by Weidenschilling (1989).shear’’). The cross section for collision is enhanced over
For each pair of discrete bodies, their mutual perturbationstheir geometric area by gravitational focusing. The rate of
are computed directly using their known orbital separa-collisions is due to the combination of these effects. The
tions and inclinations.collision rate increases with decreasing random velocities

Safronov (1969) and Wetherill and Stewart (1989) notedbut reaches a limiting value when e and i are small enough
that because the Jacobi parameter is conserved, a singlethat Keplerian shear dominates. The transition between

these regimes occurs at relative velocities Vrel Q 2VH, large planetary embryo would be relatively ineffective at
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stirring a swarm of small bodies. They suggested that in and angles that define the encounter are chosen randomly,
with distributions appropriate for the flattening of the sys-such cases, the large body would be no more effective at

viscous stirring than the second largest body that the small tem (Greenberg et al. 1991). We model each encounter as
a two-body hyperbolic scattering event, and compute newones could encounter (this limitation does not apply to

distant perturbations; cf. Greenzweig and Lissauer 1990). orbits for the bodies from their velocity impulses. At low
relative velocities the two-body approximation does notWetherill and Stewart (1993) found that this effect was

less important than they had assumed; in their simulations accurately describe single encounters, but is a good esti-
mate of the averaged effect of many such events (Wetherillthe eccentricities of the small bodies and spacings of em-

bryos usually did not produce such isolation. We also find and Cox 1984). Dynamical friction is not explicit in this
model, but we note that the less massive body undergoesthis to be the case. In our spatially resolved simulations

the stirring algorithm always determines the largest and the larger velocity deflection. One important aspect of this
model that does not appear with the continuum equationssecond-largest body that can interact with any subset of

the stirred bodies, and scales their stirring rate accordingly. is the possibility of sudden stochastic jumps in a, e, and i.
The instantaneous values of i and e, and their ratio, mayStrictly speaking, the limit on stirring by an isolated
be very different from the ‘‘equilibrium’’ values predictedembryo refers to velocities of the small bodies relative to
by the stirring equations.the embryo itself; they may still acquire significant veloci-

Wetherill et al. (1996) have compared results of a contin-ties relative to each other by scattering encounters with the
uum model, employing averaged stirring and collisionembryo. Greenzweig and Lissauer (1992), Ida and Makino
rates, with a numerical integration of actual orbits. They(1993), and Kokubo and Ida (1995) used N-body numerical
found good agreement between the resulting distributionssimulations to study this phenomenon. They found signifi-
of masses, eccentricities, and inclinations for the two meth-cant stirring of small bodies in a region extending Q4Ï3
ods; however, the numerical integration yielded substantialRH on either side of the embryo’s orbit. This region corre-
fluctuations about the mean values at larger masses, whensponds to the range for which we compute viscous stirring,
small numbers of bodies were represented. Their simula-and the region just beyond that is most strongly affected
tion was limited to 3000 bodies in a narrow zone, 0.04 AUby distant perturbations. While our formalism is different,
wide, and growth in mass by a factor of 300. It is notour stirring model is in good agreement with their results.
clear when (or if) the continuum method of modeling everIt appears, however, that it is preferable to model the
breaks down so far as to affect the qualitative outcome oflargest body as fully effective at stirring the smaller bodies
a simulation, but we expect stochastic effects to becomein its vicinity (Appendix B). Our simulations reported here
increasingly important in later stages of accretion.were carried out with the largest body’s stirring assumed

no more effective than the second largest; however, this Shepherding Viscous stirring (i.e., close encounters be-
assumption has little if any effect on the outcomes. In most tween objects in crossing orbits) also leads to chaotic
circumstances the smaller bodies have sufficiently large changes in semimajor axes, which cannot be easily evalu-
eccentricities to encounter more than one embryo, so the ated. Distant encounters, however, produce systematic
two largest bodies encountered are generally comparable changes in orbital separation (semimajor axes) that accom-
in size. The exceptions are generally seen in the later stages pany stirring of e and i. These changes in a can be evaluated
of accretion near the edges of the swarm. Because we do from conservation of the Jacobi integral; it is not necessary
not consider discrete bodies that would presumably form to assume that either body has negligible mass (Ida and
in a larger swarm beyond our modeled region, bodies in Nakazawa 1989). In general, an increase in e and/or i by
the edge zones may experience less stirring and have lower distant perturbations increases the separation of their semi-
eccentricities. This effect is noticeable in some of our simu- major axes (although their distance of closest approach
lations. decreases due to the larger e). Thus there is some tendency

Viscous stirring and dynamical friction as expressed by for pairs of discrete bodies to ‘‘repel’’ each other. The
Stewart’s equations are collective properties of a system effect is more pronounced for small bodies stirred by large
containing many particles that can be modeled as a contin- ones; this phenomenon, coupled with damping of eccentric-
uum. As such, they may not be valid for describing the ities by collisions, gas drag, or dynamical friction, is respon-
interactions between the largest bodies when they are sible for ‘‘shepherding’’ of small bodies. For multiple large
sparsely distributed. We do not use these equations to bodies embedded in a swarm of small ones, this effect can
model the mutual gravitational perturbations of the dis- drive the embryos apart or bring them closer together,
crete bodies. Orbits that cross or approach within 2.4RH depending on their initial separation and distribution of
are subject to close encounters that result in gravitational small bodies (Kokubo and Ida 1995). Our code includes
scattering. The encounter probability is computed in the this evolution of semimajor axes in a manner consistent
same manner as the probability of collisions, but with a with velocity stirring by distant perturbations (Appendix

B).larger cross section (Appendix B4). The impact parameter
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Horseshoe orbits. Two bodies in similar orbits may be edge effects in some of the simulations. The threshold for
creating discrete bodies from the continuum in these casesprotected from collisions or close approaches if they are

in 1 : 1 resonance, i.e., Trojan- or horseshoe-type orbits. is taken to be M 5 2 3 1023 g, corresponding to bodies
500 km in diameter.We use the criterion of Ida and Nakazawa (1989), which

includes the bodies’ eccentricities as well as the difference The code does not rigorously conserve angular momen-
tum; however, a typical simulation without gas drag (whichin their semimajor axes (scaled with RH). Two bodies in

horseshoe orbits do not collide; a similar but more restric- causes secular decay of orbits and loss of angular momen-
tum) conserves angular momentum to better than one parttive criterion (Appendix C) may prevent mutual encoun-

ters that could stir their velocities. Their semimajor axes in 103 over a model time of 106 years.
In these simulations, all collisions are assumed to resultexperience a step change each synodic period, with the

less massive body undergoing the larger change; in a many- in accretion. Fragmentation requires a significantly greater
number of mass bins to deal with bodies much smallerbody system these excursions in semi-major axis may actu-

ally destabilize the ensemble of orbits. In our simulations, than the starting population and a correspondingly larger
amount of computer time (roughly increasing as the squarea significant fraction (tens of percent) of discrete bodies

may be in horseshoe-type resonances with another body at of the number of size bins). We will consider fragmentation
in a future publication.some stage of the swarm’s evolution. With rare exceptions,

these resonances are temporary and are eventually broken
by increases in eccentricity or encounters with a third body. A. ‘‘Safronov’’ Case with ‘‘Positive Definite’’ Stirring

In the first case, we approximate the gravitational stirring
III. TEST SIMULATIONS model of Safronov (1969) by eliminating the dynamical

friction expressions (Eqs. C7a, b of Wetherill and Stewart
We have performed a series of simulations of accretion

1993). We assume no damping of velocities by gas drag
of a planetesimal swarm in the region of the terrestrial

and no stirring by distant perturbations (their effects are
planets, to determine the sensitivity of the outcomes to

small compared with the viscous stirring terms in this case).
different assumptions. We initially tested a variety of mod-

Results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The lack of dynamical
els for gravitational stirring, including a Safronov-type

friction produces eccentricities and inclinations that are
model without dynamical friction and three simulations

essentially independent of planetesimal size. The ‘‘positive
with dynamical friction, with and without long-range per-

definite’’ stirring causes the mean e and i to increase mono-
turbations and orbital decay due to gas drag. In these

tonically; the random velocity is typically of the order of
simulations, the region modeled is 0.3 AU in width and

the escape velocity of the dominant (largest) bodies. The
centered on a heliocentric distance of 1 AU; it extends

ratio sin i/e remains near 0.6, as expected from the stirring
from 0.85 to 1.15 AU in semimajor axis. The region is

model (Appendix B).
divided into 30 zones of width 0.01 AU. The initial popula-

The innermost zones show more rapid growth initially
tion of planetesimals for the test simulations (Fig. 1) is

due to the combination of higher surface density and
chosen to match the starting conditions used by Wetherill

shorter orbital periods. This effect is not very pronounced,
and Stewart (1993), with a surface density of the swarm

as there is no runaway growth. The size distribution evolves
equal to 16.7 g cm22 at 1 AU. We assume that the surface

into a power law of uniform slope, of the form dN Y
density varies as a23/2 initially (number of bodies per zone

m2qdm, with q Q 1.5. The shallow slope means that most
Ya21/2), giving a total mass of the swarm of 7.15 3 1027

of the mass is in the larger bodies, as would be expected
g 5 1.2M% within the distance limits. The planetesimals

from Safronov’s analytic theory. Growth is ‘‘orderly,’’ at
have mass m 5 4.8 3 1018 g, density 3.0 g cm23, and diame-

least until the number of largest bodies becomes small
ter 14.5 km. We have determined that, all else being equal,

enough after p106 years for stochastic encounters and grav-
the outcomes of the simulations, i.e., final sizes and orbital

itational scattering to become important relative to viscous
spacings of the largest bodies, are insensitive to the initial

stirring. After a model time of 3 3 106 years, about two-
size. We assume that the modeled region is embedded

thirds of the total mass is in discrete bodies with a mean
within a more extended swarm, and so impose reflective

mass p1025 g; the largest bodies are Q1026 g.
boundary conditions: whenever collisions or gravitational
perturbations produce orbits with semimajor axes beyond

B. Adding Dynamical Friction; No Distant Perturbations
these boundaries at 0.85 and 1.15 AU, they are ‘‘reflected’’
to new values within the boundaries at the same distance In the next case, we add the dynamical friction terms

to the stirring equations. There is no stirring by distantfrom the edges (this process simulates exchange of plane-
tesimals with a more extended swarm). Bodies near the perturbations; the stirring and dynamical friction are ap-

plied only to bodies in crossing orbits (i.e., approachingedges of the modeled region experience fewer collisions,
as they lack neighbors on one side; this produces noticeable within 2.4RH). Damping of e and i by gas drag is also
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FIG. 1. Initial conditions used in the simulations. The values are plotted for logarithmic intervals of mass; each size bin spans a factor of 2 in
mass. Zones of semimajor axis have uniform width 0.01 AU. At t 5 0, the planetesimals have a uniform size (mass 4.8 3 1018 g), occupying the
smallest size bin in each zone. The number of planetesimals is proportional to a21/2, giving surface density Ya23/2, mean eccentricity 9.7 3 1025, and
sin i 5 5.8 3 1025. The total mass is 1.2M% in a region of width 0.3 AU.

included, with gas density 1.18 3 1029 g cm23 at 1 AU; the i about the mean. The collision rate is higher for orbits
with lower inclination; these are preferentially removedsurface density of gas is assumed proportional to the sur-

face density of the planetesimal swarm. Because of the from a given size bin during accretion. There is a similar
effect for low-eccentricity orbits, but it is not as strong; thelarge initial sizes of the planetesimals ($14.5 km diameter),

the gas has little effect on their velocities or the results. net result is an increase in i/e until the runaway growth
slows down and viscous stirring has a chance to ‘‘catch up’’In this simulation and in Case C, we allow gas drag to

damp eccentricities and inclinations, but do not include with accretion. Then i/e remains near the equilibrium value
of 0.6 except for stochastic effects due to occasional scatter-secular decay of semimajor axes due to drag. The damping

rate due to the gas is that which was used by Wetherill ing events between discrete bodies or collisions involving
depleted continuum bins that contain only a few planetes-and Stewart (1989).

As the initial planetesimals accrete to form larger bodies, imals.
In this simulation runaway growth proceeds rapidly forthere is a strong tendency toward equipartition of random

kinetic energy; i.e., eccentricities and inclinations are the first Q5 3 104 year, at which time the largest bodies
have reached masses of a few times 1026 g (less than halfsmaller for bodies of larger mass (Fig. 4). The low velocities

of the more massive bodies (m . 1021 g) cause them to the mass of Mars). After this point, growth slows dramati-
cally, and most of the embryos do not reach 1027 g evenhave larger gravitational cross sections, promoting run-

away growth as described by Wetherill and Stewart (1989). after times approaching p106 years. The mass at which
growth stalls is comparable to the total starting mass inThe size distribution has a shallower slope for these large

bodies, unlike the simple power law seen in Case A. a single zone of semimajor axis, but this appears to be
coincidental. If a growing embryo swept up all matterGrowth is much more rapid than in the Safronov case,

with the largest bodies reaching p1024 g after 104 years. within 2.4RH of its orbit, for our choice of parameters its
growth would stall at 5 3 1026 g (Lissauer and StewartStochastic collisions among these bodies produce a small

number of still larger embryos that grow fast enough to 1993). Nonzero orbital eccentricities of the planetesimal
would make more mass available.separate from the leading edge of the size distribution.

These embryos grow to masses approaching p1027 g in The runaway bodies of mass p1026–1027 g have low ran-
dom velocities; as seen in Fig. 5, there is a strong tendency105 years.

Viscous stirring tends to produce a ratio i/e Q 0.6. During toward equipartition among the discrete bodies. The
largest bodies are spaced fairly evenly at intervals of a fewthe early, most rapid stage of runaway growth, i/e increases

temporarily for the larger bodies. We attribute this effect times 1022 AU. At 106 years there are eight bodies with
m . 1026 g. Their eccentricities are only p1024, and theyto the fact that our model assumes a distribution of e and
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previously, we evaluate distant perturbations explicitly for
all interacting bodies rather than adding a constant to the
stirring coefficient, and the contributions to e and i are
determined separately.

In a well-mixed system in which crossing orbits are com-
mon, viscous stirring is much more effective than distant
perturbations (Weidenschilling 1989). Thus, it is not sur-
prising that the initial stages of accretion are quite similar
to the preceding case. Runaway growth proceeds as before
(Fig. 6). After 105 years the sizes, numbers, and orbital
spacings of the largest bodies are similar. The inclinations
of the embryos’ orbits are also quite similar; however, their
eccentricities are significantly greater for the case with
distant perturbations (compare Figs. 5 and 7). This result
is due to the fact that distant perturbations act almost
entirely to raise eccentricities, while at this stage of accre-
tion, the large bodies are spaced too widely for viscous
stirring (or scattering by close encounters) to be effective.
At 3 3 105 years, the largest embryos typically have i p
1024 and e p 1022. There are also several times more bodies
in the intermediate size range (p1025 g) than are seen at
the corresponding time without distant perturbations; their
higher eccentricities decrease the rate at which they are
accreted by the embryos. There is not much change in the
masses and orbits of the largest bodies between 5 3 105

and 106 years; their orbits appear to be stable on this time
scale. Their eccentricities are still increasing, but this may
be an artifact of the model for distant perturbations, which
gives positive definite stirring (Appendix B3).

D. Combining Orbital Decay and Distant Perturbations

Our next simulation combines all three phenomena: dy-
namical friction, distant perturbations, and orbital decay
due to drag. The evolution of the swarm is qualitativelyFIG. 3. Eccentricities and inclinations versus mass for the discrete
predictable: runaway growth, with low inclinations andbodies (produced from the continuum at initial mass 2 3 1023 g) in Case

A. There is no systematic trend of e and i with mass. higher eccentricities of the larger embryos. Orbital decay
leads to smoothing out of the distribution of the smaller
bodies in semimajor axis. Runaway growth produces p1026

g bodies, followed by much slower growth (Figs. 8 and 9).
do not interact directly. The size distribution shows a The principal difference from the previous case is that the
‘‘notched’’ structure with semimajor axis, as the large bod- largest bodies continue to merge on the time scale p106

ies deplete the small ones in the vicinity of their own orbits years until there are only four with masses .1027 g, consti-
(without distant perturbations there is no shepherding ef- tuting more than 90% of the total mass of the system. At
fect; this structure is due to mass depletion alone). This this time, the amount of mass lost by orbital decay is Q5%,
system seems destined for ‘‘dynamical isolation,’’ i.e., a with some suggestion of ‘‘steps’’ in the distribution of the
large number of small sub-planets in closely spaced orbits. small bodies. This is due to shepherding by the largest

embryos, which opposes the decay of small bodies outside
C. Including Dynamical Friction with

their orbits. At 106 years, the largest body has a mass 2.2 3
Distant Perturbations

1027 g (0.37 M%). The orbital spacings of the four large
bodies are about 12 times their mutual Hill radii, and theirOur third example adds distant perturbations by bodies

in non-crossing orbits; otherwise parameters are identical eccentricities are low enough so that close approaches are
impossible. The criterion of Chambers et al. (1996) impliesto those for Case B. Note that dynamical friction is not

effective for non-crossing orbits (Ida 1990). As described stability for such a system on time scales .108 years.
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ling 1977b). With the value of surface density used in the
previous tests, this region would contain about 4M%, or
twice the combined mass of the terrestrial planets. As the
previous test show little mass loss (at least in the absence
of fragmentation), we decrease the surface density of the
swarm to 8.4 g cm22 at 1 AU, for a total swarm mass of
2M%. Thus, we expect slower growth (and smaller plane-
tary embryos) than for the earlier cases. Except for that
difference, this simulation resembled Case D, including
dynamical friction, distant perturbations, and orbital decay
due to gas drag.

With our artificial starting condition of identical sizes
and orbital e’s and i’s (unlikely in the real Solar System),
the difference in time scales causes accretion to proceed
as a distinct ‘‘wave’’ propagating outward (Fig. 10). In the
earliest stage of growth there is a strong tendency toward
equipartition of velocities, leading to runaway growth.
Bodies of mass p1026 g accrete on a time scale of a few
times 104 orbital periods. After this stage, growth of the
embryos slows due to higher velocities and depletion of
the smaller bodies. Because long-range perturbations are
included, growth at any given heliocentric distance may
be inhibited slightly due to stirring by earlier-formed em-
bryos at smaller distances. The innermost zones are not
affected in this way, and so enjoy an advantage in addition
to their high surface density and short period.

The stochastic nature of our model produces an early
runaway by an extra-large embryo at a Q 1.35 AU at t 5
105 years, in advance of the main ‘‘wave’’ of growth. The
lack of interference by neighboring embryos allows it to
grow more rapidly, while its perturbations on the bodies in
neighboring zones appear to inhibit their runaway growth.
Despite these favorable circumstances, its growth effec-
tively halts at a few times 1026 g, just as it does for the
other embryos. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the eccen-FIG. 5. Eccentricities and inclinations of discrete bodies in Case B.
tricities and inclinations versus mass, and the masses versusThe larger bodies are widely separated; dynamical friction and the lack

of distant perturbations cause them to have very low random velocities. semimajor axis, for the discrete bodies. After 106 years,
there are 21 embryos with mass .1026 g; the median mass
is Q6 3 1026 g 5 0.1M%. Their mean orbital spacing is
Q0.09 AU (a few pairs appear to be in horseshoe orbits).IV. A LARGER SIMULATION

Figure 12 shows mass versus time for three representa-
tive discrete bodies near the inner edge of the swarm, theThe preceding cases were limited to a relatively narrow

region of width 0.3 AU, containing only enough mass to central region, and outer edge. For the most part, growth
is smooth, indicating that most of the mass is accreted frommake (at most) a single Earth-mass planet. We now con-

sider a much wider region comprising sufficient mass and the swarm of small continuum bodies; however, one body
shows an abrupt jump in mass between 4 3 105 and 5 3range of heliocentric distance to potentially result in a

system of terrestrial planets. Our motivations include the 105 years, due to a collision with another discrete body of
comparable mass. The pattern of growth is similar for alllessening of possible edge effects and an increase in the

number of large bodies that could affect each other by long- three bodies, but with progressively later starting times
at larger heliocentric distances. An initial stage of rapidrange perturbations. These effects might be conducive to

growth of larger planets. runaway growth is followed by a longer period of much
slower growth. The decrease in growth rate seems to coin-The larger simulation includes orbits from 0.5 to 1.5 AU,

using 100 zones of width 0.01 AU. We assume the surface cide with the smaller bodies’ attaining relatively high ec-
centricities (*0.01) that are nearly independent of mass.density of the swarm is proportional to a23/2 (Weidenschil-
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and Stewart 1993). Using B 5 2Ï3 for our value of s 5
8.4 g cm22, at 1 AU, this ‘‘isolation mass’’ would be
0.05M% 5 3 3 1026 g, and bodies of this mass would be
separated by 6.9 Hill radii (5.5RH, based on the sum of
masses of adjacent bodies), or Q0.025 AU. Numerical inte-
grations of orbits of multiple embryos (Kokubo and Ida
1995, Chambers et al. 1996) show that such spacing would
be unstable, leading eventually to chaotic crossing of orbits.
The simulation yields both masses and separations approx-
imately three to four times larger than predicted by Eq.
(3), due to radial transport of planetesimals by collisional
diffusion and gas drag, nonzero eccentricities of embryos
and planetesimals, and collisions between embryos
(growth is not due solely to sweeping up of small bodies).

Equation (3) predicts Mi Y r3s 3/2; for our initial s Y
r23/2, Mi Y r3/4, and so the final masses should be about
twice as large at 1.5 AU as at 0.5 AU. This is not the
outcome of the simulation; the largest bodies have compa-
rable masses at all heliocentric distances. After 106 years
there is still some mass available for accretion in the form
of continuum bodies and discrete bodies ,1026 g, much of
it in the outer half of the swarm; however, the 21 largest
bodies constitute 88% of the total mass at this point, and
the residual material cannot contribute much to their
growth. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the largest discrete
bodies have masses p3 3 1026 g, with eccentricities in the
range 0.002–0.02. There is no obvious systematic variation
with a. Their separations are typically Q10–15RH, implying
distances of closest approach (Da 2 2ae) Q (5–10)RH.
Spacings of this order appear to be typical at all stages of
growth after the emergence of large bodies by runaway
growth. These spacings are somewhat larger than the Q5RH

suggested by Ida and Makino (1993). This difference may
be due to the fact that their analysis does not include
collisions between embryos. Our simulation also coversFIG. 7. Eccentricities and inclinations for the discrete bodies in Case
much greater model time than theirs; the orbits of theC. Eccentricities are higher than for Case B, but inclinations remain low

because long-range perturbations act mostly in the orbital plane. embryos should be less stable on longer time scales. The
results of Chambers et al. (1996) imply that the orbits of the
embryos at the end of our simulation should be unstable on

This occurs when the large embryos have masses p100 time scales of 108 years (or less; they assumed circular
times the median mass of the continuum bodies in their orbits as a starting condition, while ours have significant
vicinity, in reasonable agreement with the results of Ida and eccentricities at this point). It is plausible that further evo-
Makino (1993). The evolution of continuum eccentricities lution of such a system would eventually yield a system of
with embryo mass, shown in Fig. 13, is consistent with their a few planets. The number of large bodies is small enough
results (compare with Fig. 10a of Ida and Makino 1993). so that their long-term stability could be investigated by

How do these results compare with analytic predictions? direct numerical integration of their orbits (indeed, with
If a planetary embryo in a circular orbit can accrete all the limitations and approximations in our code, such inte-
bodies within a distance B times its Hill radius, it can attain gration would be more realistic than continuation of this
a maximum mass of simulation).

Mi 5 2.1 3 1023(Br2s/2Ï3)3/2M%, (3) V. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out simulations of planetesimal accre-where r is the heliocentric distance in AU and s is the
surface density in grams per square centimeter (Lissauer tion in a small part of the Solar System—the region of
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parameters. These results are in good agreement with
Safronov’s (1969) analytic model.

Inclusion of dynamical friction produces a very different
outcome, rapid runaway growth of a small number of plan-
etary embryos. This runaway occurs whether stirring is
modeled only by ‘‘viscous’’ interactions in close encounters
or distant perturbations are included. For our initial condi-
tions, runaway causes bodies p1024 g to separate from the
continuum size distribution after a few times 104 years.
They grow to masses p1027 g on a time scale of p105 years.
The difference in the character of accretion, ‘‘orderly’’
versus ‘‘runaway,’’ is robust. In some test simulations we
arbitrarily reduced the dynamical friction coefficients (Ke,
Ki ; cf Appendix B2). Runaway growth occurred, albeit
more slowly, even for coefficients as small as Ak the nomi-
nal values.

Distant perturbations between objects in non-crossing
orbits are small compared with stirring by crossing orbits
(Weidenschilling 1989), but only if there are equivalent
populations of crossing and non-crossing bodies. Once
planetary embryos become large enough and relatively
isolated, distant perturbations dominate their interactions
by default. These affect the later ‘‘post-runaway’’ evolution
of embryos by raising their eccentricities, while barely af-
fecting their inclinations. The system of large bodies can
be more highly flattened than the ‘‘equilibrium’’ value of
i/e Q 0.6. The higher e’s allow them to collide with the
smaller bodies (and occasionally with each other), reducing
the tendency toward ‘‘dynamical isolation.’’

Inclusion of nebular gas, with secular decay of orbits due
to drag, affects primarily the smaller bodies and facilitates
sweeping up of the remaining objects between the orbits
of the embryos. The differences between the final states
of the simulations are not great, and may be due in part to
the stochasticity of our model. Still, the number of embryosFIG. 9. Eccentricities and inclinations versus mass for the discrete
larger than 1026 g at the ‘‘final’’ stage (106 years) of thebodies in Case D. At 106 years, most of the mass is in the four largest

(p1027 g) bodies. 30-zone simulations is 8 for the simulation without distant
perturbations, 6 for distant perturbations without orbital
decay, and 4 for distant perturbations with orbital decay.
We would expect inclusion of these effects to decreaseterrestrial planets. The spatial resolution in our method

allows these simulations to be extended to a stage when isolation and allow growth of larger embryos. The larger
100-zone simulation spanning the entire region of terres-the swarm of planetesimals becomes nonuniform due to

the emergence of large embryos, after particle-in-a-box trial planets shows a similar result when the different sur-
face density is taken into account. In Case D and the largermethods lose their validity.

In all our simulations (including tests not described simulation of Section IV, the final mass of the largest body
is about three times the ‘‘isolation mass’’ predicted by Eq.here), omitting the dynamical friction terms in the gravita-

tional stirring model produced ‘‘orderly’’ growth in the (3) for the corresponding surface density. The larger value
may be attributed to the combined influences of orbitalSafronov pattern, characterized by a power-law type size

distribution with mass dominantly concentrated in the diffusion by collisions and gravitational scattering, secular
decay due to gas drag, and eccentricities of the embryos’largest bodies. Particle velocities (eccentricities and incli-

nations) in such cases are essentially independent of size, orbits. If this result holds to higher surface densities, then
s Q 30 g cm22 at 1 AU could produce planets as massiveand increase steadily with the mean mass of the bodies.

The time scale for growth is long, requiring several million as Earth; however, this value would imply an initial mass
of solid matter Q8M% between 0.5 and 1.5 AU, and someyears to produce bodies p1026 g with our standard input



FIG. 10. Distributions of sizes, eccentricities, and inclinations for the simulation with 100 zones spanning the range 0.5 to 1.5 AU. The initial
conditions are similar to the test cases (A–D), except for surface density lower by a factor of 2, so that the total mass of the swarm is 2M%). The
time scale for growth is much shorter near the inner edge, but the final sizes of the largest bodies produced by runaway growth are similar in all
parts of the swarm.
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FIG. 10—Continued



FIG. 11. Parameters of discrete bodies at different stages of evolution of the swarm. Left: eccentricities and inclinations versus mass at 104,
105, 3 3 105, and 106 years. Right: Masses versus semimajor axes at the same times.
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efficient at sweeping up small fragments brought to their
orbits by drag; the maximum efficiency was Q0.4 for an
Earth-like embryo, and could be much lower, depending
on the drag parameters of the fragment. Future simulations
will include fragmentation to determine whether such a
scenario of high initial mass and low accretion efficiency
can lead to planetary masses and orbital spacings that re-
semble those in our Solar System. Other potentially im-
portant phenomena are not included in this work, e.g.,
perturbations by Jupiter, migration of embryos due to tidal
torques exerted by nebular density waves (Ward and Hahn
1995). They can, however, be treated in principle by our
multi-zone code, and will be added to the model in the
future.

One should not overinterpret the late-stage results be-
cause of the small number of cases and the stochastic nature
of these simulations. After a few times 105 years in ourFIG. 12. Growth of mass versus time for three representative discrete

bodies in the inner part of the swarm (solid circles), near the center simulations, a large fraction of the total mass is contained
(hollow triangles), and in the outer region (solid triangles). These bodies within p102 of the largest discrete bodies. Their later evolu-
migrate slightly due to collisions and perturbations, but their semimajor tion may well be followed by Monte Carlo orbital evolutionaxes remain near 0.55, 0.95, and 1.35 AU. Growth is fairly smooth, except

models or even direct integration of their orbits. The pres-for the central body, which accretes another of comparable size at about
ent code bridges the gap between the early and late phases5 3 105 years.
of planetary formation, and can supply input conditions
for such modeling of the final stage.

G. Wetherill has emphasized that simple models may75% would have to be removed rather than accreted. Such
give more insights than complex ones that include ‘‘every-inefficient accretion is not beyond the bounds of possibility.
thing but the kitchen sink’’ (Wetherill and Stewart 1993).Stirring by the population of runaway embryos could cause
His point is well taken, but we feel that caution should bedestructive collisions of the smaller planetesimals, with loss
applied more to the interpretation of such models than toof fragments due to drag-induced orbital decay. Kary et
their construction. It is necessary to understand individualal. (1993) found that planetary embryos were not very
processes, but many of them acted in concert to form the
planets. At some point it is necessary to try to construct
a grand synthesis, recognizing that all simulations, whether
simple or complex, are imperfect representations of na-
ture’s reality. We do not present ours as a final answer,
but as a step in that direction.

APPENDIX A: COLLISION RATES

A1. Crossing and Non-Crossing Orbits

As described in our earlier papers (Spaute et al. 1985, 1991), the rate
of collisions between planetesimals, the locations of collisions, and the
orbital elements of colliding pairs are chosen stochastically from probabil-
ity density functions. These functions cover the phase space of possible
orbits, with angular variables (nodes, apsides, and mean anomalies) aver-
aged over all values. Representative orbital elements are computed for
each colliding pair, and the new orbit of the merged body conserves the
vector angular momentum of their center of mass. The original algorithm
assumed that the unperturbed orbits overlapped in space; i.e., the aphelion
of the inner orbit was greater than the perihelion of the outer. This is aFIG. 13. Evolution of mean eccentricities of the small bodies in the

continuum, in zones adjacent to three large bodies, plotted versus the good approximation in the high-velocity regime; however, when eccentric-
ities are sufficiently low, gravitational focusing allows collisions betweenmasses of the embryos that dominate the gravitational stirring in those

regions. Symbols refer to the corresponding bodies in Fig. 12. Values bodies in non-overlapping orbits. In such cases, the original algorithm
did not allow any collisions. We have modified our method to deal withplotted are for bodies of the median mass, which increases with time

from p1020 g to p1023 g, but is always much less than the embryo mass. such cases.
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First it is necessary to choose which pairs of orbits allow collisions.
In the restricted three-body problem, a well-known result is that close
approaches are not possible for two bodies initially in circular orbits
separated by more than 2Ï3 times their mutual Hill radius [cf. Eq. (2)].
We define for bodies with semimajor axes a1, a2, Da 5 ua2 2 a1u, ā 5

(a1 1 a2)/2, and assume (m1 1 m2)/M( ! 1, Da/ā ! 1. Not all orbits with
Da , 2Ï3RH allow collisions. If Da is less than about 1.8RH (and eccentric-
ities are sufficiently small), the bodies will be in horseshoe-type librating
orbits (Appendix C, below). Orbits with Da in the range roughly 2.4RH

to 2Ï3RH do not yield collisions (or close approaches) in a single synodic
encounter, but only after eccentricities are built up by a series of encoun-
ters (Nishida 1983, Greenzweig and Lissauer 1990). For nonzero initial
eccentricities the possibility of collision depends on orbital phases as well
as separations. From the numerical results of Hasegawa and Nakazawa
(1990) and Ipatov (1994), we infer that for moderate eccentricities (āe
less than a few times RH), close approaches are possible when the closest
orbital separation (perihelion of outer minus aphelion of inner) is less
than about 2.4RH. We use this criterion to define pairs of orbits that
allow collisions (and also viscous stirring, cf. Appendix B).

The rate of collisions (i.e., the number of collisions in a timestep) is
computed using the methodology of Greenberg et al. (1991). To calculate
the new orbit that results from such a collision, it is necessary to determine
a location at which the collision occurs. For crossing orbits, the location is
chosen stochastically within the region of overlapping probability density
functions for the orbits of the interacting bodies (or sub-populations
within their respective zones), as described in Paper I. For non-crossing
orbits, the collision takes place somewhere between the regions occupied
by the unperturbed bodies, due to their gravitational focusing. We com-
pute this location by shifting the probability density functions radially to FIG. A1. Total collision rate (per year) on a target embryo as a
allow them to overlap while preserving their volumes in phase space. function of eccentricity of the planetesimal swarm. The embryo is in a
Whenever the smallest radial distance between orbits is less than 2.4RH , circular orbit at 1 AU, and has mass 1027 g and density 3.8 g cm23. The
the total corresponding shift is taken to be DR 5 min(Da, 2.4RH). This planetesimals, of negligible mass, have uniform surface density, with 1012

is divided between the interacting populations (continuum and/or discrete bodies per 1023-AU interval of semimajor axis at 1 AU. Solid line: uniform
bodies) as DR1 5 DRm2/(m1 1 m2), DR2 5 DRm1/(m1 1 m2). This choice eccentricity, with sin i 5 0.5e. Dashed line: distribution of eccentricities,
ensures that the collisions (or close encounters) occur between the limits uniform between 0.37 and 1.63 times the mean value, with inclinations
of the unperturbed orbits and nearer to the orbit of the more massive chosen from a similar distribution with sin i 5 0.5e. A, B, and C denote
body. The overlapping probability density functions are used to determine the three velocity regimes defined by Greenberg et al. (1991).
the location of the collision and the relative velocity of the bodies at the
time of collision, chosen so that the angular momentum of the center of
mass is the same as for the unperturbed orbits.

bodies. In this regime, the two-body cross section is sufficiently accurate,
and the number of collisions in a timestep is computed using the procedureA2. Collision Cross-Sections and Rates
described in Paper I. At lower values of the combined eccentricities there
are two more regimes, B and C, defined by the degree of flattening, i.e.,The rate of collisions between planetesimals depends on their relative

velocity and cross-section (actual sizes enhanced by gravitational focus- the ratio of the gravitational collisional radius to the thickness of the
swarm. We determine the appropriate regime as described by Greenberging). The classic two-body collision rate (Safronov 1969) is valid when

the individual velocities can be taken as ‘‘random,’’ i.e., when eccentricit- et al. (1991), except that we use the combined inclination of the two
bodies (i2

1 1 i2
2)1/2 to define the thickness.ies and inclinations are sufficiently large. For bodies orbiting a massive

primary, the latter’s tidal forces and ‘‘Keplerian shear,’’ the variation of As described in Paper I, the circumstances of each collision involving
continuum bodies are chosen stochastically from populations with distri-orbital velocities with distance, become dominant at low e and i. There

have been attempts to quantify these effects (Wetherill and Cox 1985, butions of e and i spanning some range about the mean value. The code
chooses the e and i values first, then determines the relative velocity,Ida and Nakazawa 1989, Greenzweig and Lissauer 1990, 1992). Their

results were obtained numerically by integration of many different trajec- cross sections, the appropriate regime, and collision rate. In general,
collision rates increase with decreasing velocities, so rapid accretion attories, and have been presented in the form of total collision rates inte-

grated over all possible colliding orbits in a swarm of uniform surface a given size can selectively deplete that population of the members with
lower than average e and i, in a reverse analog of evaporative cooling.density. As we need to model collision rates for particular orbits in a

swarm that is not necessarily uniform, these formulations are not suitable As the rates are more sensitive to inclination than eccentricity, this effect
can produce temporary increases in i/e seen during the most rapid phasefor our purposes. Instead, we adopt the analytic model of Greenberg

et al. (1991). They considered the accretion of small planetesimals by a of runaway growth in some simulations.
We have tested the collision rate versus relative velocity in detail.massive embryo on a circular orbit, and defined three regimes that de-

pended on the e’s and i’s of the planetesimals scaled to the embryo’s Hill Figure A1 shows the behavior of the total collision rate for a swarm of
small planetesimals encountering a 1027-g embryo on a circular orbit, asradius. We retain these regimes, but define them for cases when both

bodies may have significant e’s and i’s. a function of eccentricity of the swarm. The solid curve shows the rate
with no dispersion about the mean, while the dashed curve is for aWe define the high-velocity Regime A to include all cases where

ā(e2
1 1 e2

2)1/2 . 2.5RH, where e1, e2 are the eccentricities of the two colliding distribution of eccentricities ranging from 0.37 to 1.63 times the mean,
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as assumed for continuum bodies in our simulations. The range of e yields where G is the gravitational constant, VK the local Kepler velocity, r2

the spatial mass density of stirring bodies, and L the ratio of maximuma higher collision rate than for the mean value because of the increased
contribution of the lower-velocity particles, in agreement with the numeri- encounter distance to the minimum that would result in collision of

the bodies (cf. Section II of Stewart and Wetherill 1988 for a morecal results of Greenzweig and Lissauer (1992); however, the peak near
e 5 1023, where the distribution of eccentricities gives a higher collision complete discussion).

Je and Ji are definite integrals that depend on the parameter b, whererate than the limit as e R 0, appears to be an artifact of our algorithm.
This effect, amounting to a factor Q2 over a very limited range, has no
significant impact on our results.

b2 5
i2
1 1 i2

2

e2
1 1 e2

2
. (B4)For a model with spatial resolution, the distribution of collisions in

orbital phase space is as important as their total number. We have com-
pared our collisional algorithm with numerical integrations of trajectories

In our notation, Je 5 Jr/4 1 Ju; Ji 5 Jz/2b2, where the integrals Jr, Ju, Jzin the three-body problem (K. Ohtsuki, unpublished calculations). Figure
are defined in Appendix C of Wetherill and Stewart (1993). They mustA2 shows the results of both methods, with orbits binned in zones of
be evaluated numerically for any given value of b.semimajor axis that are narrow compared with the Hill radius. The numer-

ical integrations show more variation with Da due to the complex trajecto-
ries that are possible in the three-body problem (Nishida 1983), but the B2. Dynamical Friction
distributions of collision rates with orbital separation are in very good

The corresponding expressions for dynamical friction areagreement at values of eccentricity such that the particles’ radial excur-
sions are comparable to or smaller than the Hill radius. Note that our
algorithm does not allow collisions of bodies with small Da, which are de2

1

dt
5 C(m2e2

2 2 m1e2
1)Ke, (B5)

in ‘‘horseshoe’’ orbits (see Appendix C).
We also show collision rates for the high-velocity regime; e 5 0.1,

ae 5 18RH. The left-hand plot is a numerical evaluation of Greenzweig
di2

1

dt
5 C(m2i2

2 2 m1i2
1)Ki. (B6)

and Lissauer’s (1990) analytic model; while the right-hand plot shows
results of our algorithm. Our model yields somewhat higher mean relative

Stewart defines another set of definite integrals Kr, Ku, Kz; in our notationvelocities (by about 15%, weighted by collision frequency) and collision
Ke 5 Kr/2 1 2Ku ; Ki 5 Kz/b2.rates also about 15% lower than the analytic result. The reason for this

Figure B1 shows the J and K coefficients as functions of b. The curvesdifference is not clear. The analytic calculation assumes that Da/a ! 1,
for Je and Ji cross at b Q 0.6; when viscous stirring dominates, one findsand that the pattern of orbits is symmetrical about the embryo’s orbit.
i/e Q 0.6. The steep rise in Ji at small values of b shows the strongThis is a good approximation in the low-velocity regimes, but breaks
tendency for viscous stirring to increase inclinations in a highly flatteneddown at high velocities, which sample a much wider range of phase space.
system. The rates of change of e2

1 and i 2
1 due to viscous stirring andOur numerical calculation shows asymmetry due to the differences in

dynamical friction are not directly proportional to the values of thesemimajor axes of the orbits in the swarm. The outer bodies have greater
coefficients, since the dynamical friction terms depend on the differenceradial excursions through a larger volume of space than the inner zones.
in kinetic energies (me2, mi 2) of the stirrers and stirred. Still, the large
value of Ke relative to Je shows that Stewart’s stirring model (Appendix

APPENDIX B: GRAVITATIONAL STIRRING C of Wetherill and Stewart 1993) gives a strong tendency toward equiparti-
tion. This behavior is seen in the simulations that include dynamical

Gravitational perturbations change eccentricities and inclinations of friction.
bodies in orbits that cross or can make close approaches. These changes These stirring rates are derived on the assumption that the stirred
can be expressed as two phenomena: ‘‘viscous stirring’’ that tends to body’s orbit is surrounded by a continuous swarm of stirrers. The expres-
increase e’s and i’s, and ‘‘dynamical friction’’ that tends to equalize kinetic sions must be modified to account for stirring between zones of finite
energies of random motion among bodies having different masses and extent that may not overlap completely. In determining r2, the spatial
velocities. We adopt the expressions developed by G. Stewart, listed density of stirrers in Eq. (B3), we must define the appropriate volume.
in Appendix C of Wetherill and Stewart (1993), with modifications as Consider two sets of particles in the same zone, i.e., spanning the same
described below. range of a, but with different e’s and i’s. If e2 . e1, i2 . i1, then the stirrers

occupy a (roughly toroidal) volume that surrounds the stirred population.
The density of stirrers ‘‘felt’’ by the stirred bodies is then straightforward.B1. Viscous Stirring
If e2 , e1, i2 , i1, then the stirrers fill only part of the volume occupied
by the stirred bodies, and the mean stirring rate is diminished. By thisStewart separates the radial and transverse components of eccentricity
reasoning, we infer that the appropriate volume to use in computing r2stirring; we simplify the notation by combining these terms. His viscous
is the larger of the two volumes occupied by stirrers and stirred bodies.stirring rates can be expressed as
If the two populations span different ranges of a, then the larger volume
may not surround all of the smaller. In that case, the stirring rates are
also proportional to the fraction of the smaller volume that is overlapped

de2
1

dt
5 C(m1 1 m2)e2

1 Je , (B1)
by the larger. Since the particle populations are assumed to have the
same mean orbital planes, we take this factor to be the fraction of heliocen-di2

1

dt
5 C(m1 1 m2)i2

1 Ji , (B2) tric range (perihelion to aphelion) in the overlap region.
We apply the expressions for viscous stirring and dynamical friction

to orbits that can approach within 2.4 times their mutual Hill radius. This
where the subscript 1 refers to the bodies being stirred and 2 to the

includes a class of orbits that do not cross when unperturbed, but for which
population of stirrers. The coefficient C is given by

their mutual perturbations allow close encounters (or even collisions), and
so are not treatable as ‘‘distant perturbations’’ (see below). These orbits
do not contribute much to the stirring unless RH * ā(e1 1 e2). In thisC 5

16G 2r2 ln L

V 3
K(e2

1 1 e2
2)3/2 , (B3)

low-velocity regime, Ida (1990) found that the rates of viscous stirring
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small. The long-term stability of ensembles of embryos after accretion
has slowed is better addressed by direct integrations of their orbits, rather
than continuation of simulations with our code.

B4. Close Encounters of Discrete Bodies

The equations for viscous stirring and dynamical friction are based on
the assumption that the bodies involved are part of a continuum in phase
space, i.e., all angular variables are uniformly distributed. This is the case
for a swarm comprising many small bodies, but may not apply to large
embryos. For interactions between an embryo and a swarm of small
bodies, the latter have well-mixed orbits, so the assumption appears to
be valid (Stewart, personal communication, 1995). We use the continuum
equations to model stirring and dynamical friction between discrete bod-
ies and continuum bodies.

This approach is not applicable to interactions between pairs of discrete
bodies. Their angular variables may be uniformly distributed over long
time scales (an assumption of Monte Carlo models, as well as of our
probability density method of computing collision rates). The orbital
evolution, however, differs qualitatively; the continuum equations com-
pute gradual, continuous changes in e and i, but close encounters betweenFIG. B1. Coefficients for stirring of eccentricity and inclination by

viscous stirring (Je, Ji), and dynamical friction (Ke , Ki), adapted from massive planetary embryos result in discontinuous jumps in e, i, and a
as well. The changes in e and i are not well correlated, and may be eitherWetherill and Stewart (1993). b is the ratio of inclination to eccentricity.

The respective pairs of curves cross near the equilibrium value of positive or negative for a given body in any single encounter.
To include such effects, we model the mutual stirring of discrete bodiessin i/e Q 0.6.

as a series of two-body gravitational encounters. For each pair of bodies
with orbits that can approach within 2.4RH, we use the algorithm that
determines the rate of collisions (Appendix A) to compute the rate

and dynamical friction reached limiting values. We apply limits to the of close approaches with impact parameters less than some multiple
stirring rates as described in Appendix D of Wetherill and Stewart (1993). (nominally 53) of the collision radius, or 2.4RH, whichever is smaller.
In essence, we do not allow the rates to fall below their values computed In most cases, the expectation value of the number of such approaches
for random velocity equal to 2VRH. during a timestep is !1, so we use Poisson statistics to ‘‘score’’ whether

such an encounter occurs. The orbital elements of the two bodies and
the location of their encounter (defined by their center of mass) defineB3. Distant Perturbations
the magnitude and direction of their relative velocity. The two-body

For orbits that do not allow close encounters, dynamical friction is scattering formula (e.g., Greenberg et al. 1978) determines the velocity
negligible (Ida 1990), but long-range perturbations allow stirring of veloci- impulse given each body.
ties. Weidenschilling (1989) suggested that in a continuous swarm of The changes in their orbital elements depend on the direction of the
bodies, the stirring by distant perturbations could be accounted for by impulse. We choose the orientation of each encounter randomly, subject
adding a constant (Q0.55) to ln L in the stirring equations. Wetherill and to the following constraints: The impact parameter is chosen within a
Stewart (1993) used this approach in their simulations. Weidenschilling’s target area perpendicular to the relative velocity vector of the unper-
value, however, was derived with the assumption of a fixed ratio of turbed orbits. The central part of the target that would result in collision
i/e 5 0.5; the appropriate value may vary with b. We note that distant is excluded. If the vertical range of the bodies (āī, where ī 5 (i2

1 1
perturbations act primarily to increase e rather than i, so if this approach i2

2)1/2) exceeds the maximum encounter distance rmax, the target is circular
is used the constant should be added only to the stirring rate for eccentrici- with radius rmax. If āī , rmax, the target is rectangular, of width 2rmax and
ties, not for inclinations (or the dynamical friction equations). height 2āī. This procedure limits the possible out-of-plane deflections

Because in the present work i/e is not fixed, we use a different approach. when the orbits are nearly coplanar.
The usual definition of a distant encounter is for a separation in semimajor At low encounter velocities, the two-body scattering model may not
axis greater than the scale height of the swarm, i.e., Da . ā(i 2

1 1 i 2
2)1/2. give accurate results for the outcome of any single encounter, but the

In a highly flattened system, (i/e ! 1) eccentricities may still allow close average outcome of many encounters is in good agreement with detailed
encounters in such cases. Gravitational deflections also allow close en- orbital integrations (Wetherill and Cox 1984). The two bodies receive
counters if orbits can approach within Q2.4RH. Rather than add a constant impulses in opposite directions, with
to ln L, we evaluate the in-plane and out-of-plane stirring rates for
continuum bodies using the integrals defined by Eqs. (16) and (17) of
Weidenschilling (1989). The lower distance limit D0 is taken to be the DV1 5 S m2

m1 1 m2
D DV,

(B7)
larger of 2.4RH and ā(e2

1 1 e2
2)1/2, while the half-thickness t is ā(i2

1 1

i2
2)1/2. For distant perturbations between discrete bodies, we use their

actual orbital elements in Eq. (31) of Weidenschilling (1989); the two DV2 5 2S m1

m1 1 m2
D DV,

terms within the summation refer to stirring of e’s and i’s (note that the
equation is misprinted; the coefficient should be multiplied by Da).

We note that this model gives positive definite stirring; i.e., eccentricities thereby conserving angular momentum. These encounters do not involve
any explicit computation of dynamical friction, which is a phenomenonand inclinations only increase with time (although the growth rate of e

decreases as e becomes larger). Thus, any pair of bodies might eventually characteristic of a continuum distribution of orbits, rather than individual
bodies; however, the less massive body always experiences the greaterdevelop crossing orbits after enough time elapses. This behavior is proba-

bly an artifact of the model’s implicit assumption that eccentricities are deflection in an encounter. In the limit of a large number of encounters,
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allowed. We have used their results to test our algorithm for gravita-
tional stirring.

The case of a single embryo is shown in Fig. B2. Here and in the
following cases, the small bodies that approach the embryo’s orbit within
2.4RH interact with it by viscous stirring (Appendix B1) and dynamical
friction (Appendix B2). More distant bodies are stirred by long-range
perturbations (Appendix B3). There is also mutual stirring by the small
bodies, but its effect is small compared with that of the massive embryo.
The input parameters match those of Ida and Makino (1993); comparison
with their Fig. 3b shows good agreement with their stirring rate. Our
computed stirring rate matches theirs quite well, but appears to underesti-
mate the size of the region that is strongly stirred by the embryo. Figures
B3 and B4 show results for two embryos with initial separations of 10
and 2 Hill radii, which yield good agreement with Fig. 1 of Kokubo and
Ida (1995), although treating the small bodies as a continuum neglects
a small number of objects that acquire higher eccentricities by close
approaches to the embryos. We note that in these examples we allow
the small bodies to be effectively stirred by the single embryo or by either
of the pair when they formally can encounter only one. If the largest
body was assumed to be no more effective at stirring than the second
largest, then those small bodies that could encounter only one embryo
would hardly be stirred at all. We note that Stewart’s viscous stirring
equations appear to give a reasonably good estimate of the rate of stirring
by a single embryo, even though such a case does not meet the conditions
assumed in the derivation of those equations.

FIG. B2. Stirring by a single isolated embryo. Bars show peak values
of eccentricity of continuum bodies in each zone of semimajor axis (1.63
times the mean). Open circle shows initial eccentricity of the embryo;
filled circle, its value at later times. Parameters chosen to match those
of Ida and Makino (1993).

this effect might result in equipartition of energies. No such trend is seen
among the discrete bodies in Case A (Fig. 3), however; apparently the
size dependence of e and i seen in the other cases is due to their interaction
with the continuum by dynamical friction. In our simulations there are
significant stochastic variations of orbits due to encounters, so that smaller
discrete bodies tend to have greater dispersion about the mean values.

B5. Tests of Gravitational Stirring

Ida and Makino (1993) and Kokubo and Ida (1995) studied the stirring
of a swarm of small planetesimals by massive embryos. The former consid-
ered a simple embryo, while the latter included multiple embryos. Both
studies used direct integrations of trajectories, in which mutual perturba- FIG. B3. Stirring by two embryos, with parameters from Kokubo

and Ida (1995). Initial separation 10RH; the two embryos do not interact.tions of the small bodies were considered, although collisions were not
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The code does not allow collisions between discrete bodies with semima-
jor axes that differ by less than this value; nor do discrete bodies accrete
continuum bodies from zones that lie wholly within this range of a.

Librating bodies are also protected from gravitational stirring. The
criterion is slightly more restrictive; from Ida and Nakazawa (1989) and

FIG. B4. Stirring by two embryos with initial separation 2RH. A
close encounter gives the embryos high eccentricities, which are damped
by dynamical friction. The end result is an increase in their orbital separa-
tion. Compare with Fig. 1 of Kokubo and Ida (1995).

Finally, we apply our model to a system of many embryos with initial
spacing of four times their mutual Hill radii. Kokubo and Ida (1995)
found that mutual perturbations caused such a system to become chaotic,
with embryos making close approaches and undergoing strong scattering,
in fewer than 1000 orbital periods (cf. their Fig. 4b). Our simulations with
equivalent parameters typically require between 2000 and 3000 orbital
periods to become chaotic. The transition to chaos is stochastic and
abrupt, as a single scattering event between two embryos may allow them
to approach other neighbors in a ‘‘chain reaction.’’ The single example
of Kokubo and Ida suggests that our algorithm slightly underestimates
the stirring rate, but does not allow a definite conclusion. The final result
is the same in any case (Fig. B5).

APPENDIX C: HORSESHOE AND TROJAN ORBITS

Bodies with closely matched semimajor axes may have librating horse-
shoe- or Trojan-type orbits, and thus be protected from close approaches.
The spatial resolution of our code allows us to include such effects. From
the results of Ida and Nakazawa (1989) we infer that two bodies will be
in libration if FIG. B5. A system of many embryos with initial separation 4RH.

Mutual stirring results in close approaches after about 2000 years. Com-
pare with Fig. 4 of Kokubo and Ida (1995). In our simulation, transitionDa # F 8

2ā(e1 1 e2)/RH 1 2.5G1/2

RH. (C1)
to chaotic crossing orbits occurs at t p 2000 years.
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Nishida (1983) we infer that librating orbits can experience substantial as radial diffusion in the swarm. We do not model this effect; when
viscous stirring is dominant, the numbers of bodies in continuum sizedeflections that may disrupt the libration unless
bins of adjacent zones are similar, so the net diffusive flux between zones
would be small. Viscous diffusion could cause significant mass transport

Da # F 8
2ā(e1 1 e2)/RH 1 3.5G1/2

RH. (C2) only near gaps in the swarm or steep gradients in the population of
planetesimals. We find that when such gaps or gradients form, viscous
stirring of the continuum is generally less important than distant perturba-Librations stabilize pairs of bodies, yet they may be destabilizing in a
tions. Also, by that stage most of the swarm mass is in the discrete bodies.many-body swarm. Each synodic encounter changes the semimajor axes
Their mutual encounters, both close and distant, include the appropriateof the pair, with the inner becoming the outer, and vice versa. For librating
changes in a.pairs of discrete bodies, we take the synodic period to be

Psyn 5
4fā2

3VKDa
. (C3) APPENDIX E: GAS DRAG AND

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
If a timestep exceeds Psyn, their semimajor axes are changed by the

The gaseous solar nebula (when present) has the effect of dampingamounts
eccentricities and inclinations. Also, the non-Keplerian rotation of the
pressure-supported gas causes secular decay of semimajor axes. We em-

Da1 5 sign(a2 2 a1)
m2

(m1 1 m2)
Da,

(C4)
ploy the expressions of Adachi et al. (1976; their Eqs. 2, 5) for the rates
of change of these elements (with the correction for de/dt; Eq. 11 of
Kary et al. 1993). We assign each heliocentric zone its own gas density

Da2 5 2Sm1

m2
D Da1,

according to a power law based on the surface density of the nebula (the
initial surface density of planetesimals follows the same power law). The
gas density at 1 AU is taken to be 1.18 3 1029 g cm23, with deviationIf Dt , Psyn, , they are changed if a random number is chosen ,Dt/Psyn.
from Keplerian rotation of 2 3 1023, the same values used by WetherillAt some stages of our simulations, when discrete bodies are numerous,
and Stewart (1993).a significant fraction (Q1/2) may be in librating orbits at any given time.

Simulations were performed with two models. The first set had dampingThese pairings tend to be short-lived, as Da may be changed by collisions
of e and i, but no changes in a due to drag. The second set includedor gravitational encounters with other bodies, or increasing e’s will shrink
orbital decay. For those simulations with orbital decay, the radial velocitythe protected range of Da. As most librating pairs are protected from
gives a decrease in semimajor axis for any body during a timestep. Forboth collisions and mutual stirring, the net effect is a modest increase in
discrete bodies, this Da (drag) is added to the other changes due tothe time scale of growth of the larger bodies, with little or no qualitative
collisions, distant perturbations, etc. Continuum bodies may be shiftedchange in the final outcome. Only in one case did we find a libration that
into the next zone inward. The fraction of bodies in any size bin andappeared to be permanent: two p1027-g bodies that maintained nearly
heliocentric zone that is shifted is Da (drag) divided by the zone width.identical orbits for .5 3 105 years. We note that the criterion of Eq.
If more than one body per timestep is shifted between a given pair(C1) has been tested only for short-term stability; the actual conditions
of zones during a timestep, the computed number (including fractionalfor long-term stability of librations may be more restrictive.
bodies) is used. If, as is usually the case, the number of bodies shifted
per timestep is less than one, we choose a random number to decide

APPENDIX D: DISTANT PERTURBATIONS AND whether one body or none is shifted.
‘‘SHEPHERDING’’ Orbital decay requires careful choice of boundary conditions. Bodies

that cross the inner edge of the swarm due to gas drag are removed (the
Distant perturbations increase e’s (and, to a much lesser degree, i’s). reflective boundary refers only to collisional and gravitational scattering).

Conservation of the Jacobi parameter implies that this stirring is accompa- The outer part of the swarm would become depleted of small bodies if
nied by changes in a as well (it is not necessary to assume that one body they are not replenished from regions at larger heliocentric distances (a
is massless). The changes in a act to increase the separation of the orbits. 10 km sized body would move more than 0.01 AU in 105 years). We
If the initial separation is Da0 and a synodic encounter results in changes assume that the region of simulation is part of a wider swarm, and so
in e and i, the final separation is (Hasegawa and Nakazawa 1990) replenish the outermost zone. The gradient in gas density implies that

the amount of mass entering a zone is slightly less than the amount leaving
it (Q98% for our nominal model). To prevent numerical instabilities due

Da 5 FDa2
0 1

4a2

3
D(e2 1 i2)G1/2

. (D1) to local fluctuations in the planetesimal population, we scale the rate of
replenishment at any given size to the mass transfer rate averaged over
the outermost ten zones. This replenishment is done for continuum sizeIn general, Da , aDe, so the distance of closest approach tends to decrease,
bins only, not for discrete bodies.even though the mean separation increases; however, damping of eccen-

tricities by other means, e.g., gas drag, collisions, or dynamical friction,
can produce a net ‘‘shepherding’’ effect that makes the bodies effectively
repel each other. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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